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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

When you have finished this chapter, you will be able to:

�� explain what is meant by ‘academic communication’
�� describe the main features of academic communication
�� explain why students need to understand what academic 

communication involves.

What is academic communication?
Here are two emails, one written to a family member and one to a business associate. Which is 
which and how do you know?

What’s different 
about academic 
communication?

Chapter 1

Hey Jean,

Shouldve written this days ago, but i guess its better late than never. Amazing trip so far. Brugge 
was just a really awesome place and Berlin was also amazing because of its history. Ive taken 
plenty of pics to show you all when i get back home.

See you soon

Love

Hugh

Hi Stephen, 

I hope this email finds you well. I’m writing to enquire about progress on the marketing campaign. 
Are the brochures ready yet? Could you let me know their expected date of delivery? 

Thanks.

Best regards,

Colin.
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 ChaPter 1  What’s different about academic communication? 3

You probably realised that the first was written to a family member and the second to a business 
associate, but how did you know? Did you notice the informal tone of the first, which uses 
contractions (shouldve instead of should have) to make the email sound like speech, colloquial 
language (I guess, awesome) and non-standard capitalisation and punctuation (I is not capitalised 
and apostrophes are omitted from abbreviations, such as its rather than it’s and Ive instead of 
I’ve). The language is also vague—see you soon, rather than setting a specific time.

The second email, in contrast, is more formal. It opens with a general pleasantry then tells 
the reader what the email is about. The language is not colloquial; it is polite, everyday lan-
guage, and the grammar and punctuation are standard—I is capitalised and apostrophes are 
included, the writer using I’m rather than Im.

The difference between these two emails illustrates an important point: that the topic or pur-
pose of a piece of writing and its audience, that is, the person or people it is aimed at determines 
the language that is used. Something else also needs to be considered; that is, the medium by 
which the message is being transmitted. Email? Twitter? Blog post? Phone—which means the 
message is spoken rather than written? Word-processed text? When you use any of these, the 
language you use changes. Just think about the change in language that using Twitter, with its 
limit of 280 characters, rather than an email involves.

Imagine you are away on a skiing holiday.

•  How will you communicate with your very elderly grandmother? What will you tell her 
about your holiday and what language will you use? 

•  How will you communicate with your friends back home? What will you tell them and 
what language will you use?

•  Just before the end of your holiday, you broke your leg in a skiing accident and will be 
two weeks late in returning to work. How will you communicate with your boss? What 
language will you use?

Think about this

So the language we use is determined by the purpose of the message, its audience and the 
medium it uses. This is especially so in the university. Academic communication refers to the 
way that lecturers, researchers and students, that is, people who work or study in universities, 
use language for different purposes with different audiences, using different mediums of 
transmission. However, academic communication does not refer only to the way that language 
is used. It also, and importantly, reflects the attitudes, values and ways of behaving that are 
shared by people who work or study in universities. In this book we will identify what these 
academic attitudes and values are and how they affect the ways in which students and lecturers 
communicate.

Why is academic communication  
important?
As a new university student, you probably expect to learn new knowledge and to develop new 
skills. But this is not all that you have to learn. You also have to learn to communicate in ways 
that reflect academic attitudes and understandings, because your lecturers will expect you to 
do so.
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PART 1  Introduction to university study4

Do all disciplines communicate in the same 
way?
Does a discipline like economics share the same attitudes and values as a discipline such 
as information technology? The answer is both ‘yes’ and ‘no’! Some attitudes, values 
and behaviours are shared by all disciplines—from astronomy to zoology. Others relate 
to specific disciplines. For example, all disciplines expect you to be an independent and 
critical learner, and they generally agree on what ‘independent’ means. (You will find more 
about being an independent learner in Chapter 3.) However, different disciplines have 
different ideas about what being ‘critical’ involves. For example, in the natural sciences 
(physics, chemistry, biology and so on) and in the applied sciences—such as engineering 
and information technology—critical thinking often involves problem-solving. This means 
that you have to decide which theories and concepts are most appropriate to solve a 
problem, and then use them to solve it. On the other hand, in the social sciences—such as 
economics, business studies, psychology, sociology—you are more likely to compare and 
contrast different theories and concepts, and to evaluate their usefulness and applicability 
in specific situations.

Different disciplines ask different types of questions, and they may also vary in the 
methods that they use to answer those questions. The methods used to investigate questions 
in  physics for example, are different from those used to answer questions in business studies 
or IT.

Another area of difference between disciplines lies in the types of text that you have to 
write. History students, for example, often have to write argumentative essays, while psychol-
ogy students are more likely to write research reports. Students of biology and physics may 
have to work in groups to produce posters, while students in business studies—also working in 
groups—may produce reports.

WHAT ARE ENGLISH-SPEAKING UNIVERSITIES?
This book is about academic communication in 
English-speaking universities, but what are English-
speaking universities? In countries as diverse as India, 
Germany, Japan and Oman, English is used as the 
language of instruction in at least some universities. 
However, while universities in many countries teach in 
English, they do not necessarily use language in the 
same way. In describing academic communication in 
English-speaking universities, this book is referring to 
universities in countries such as the UK, Ireland, Canada, 
Australia and the United States. This does not imply 

that universities in these countries are all the same, but 
it does suggest that they share a number of attitudes 
and values in common. These attitudes and values 
are expressed most clearly in the types of academic 
behaviour that are expected from scholars and 
students alike and the ways in which they use language 
depending on purpose, audience and medium of 
communication. This book attempts to describe some 
of these behaviours, to explore some of the attitudes 
and values that underpin them and to identify the ways 
in which these affect the language that is used.

All students have to become familiar with the expectations of academic communica-
tion, no matter where they come from. The norms of academic communication may be 
 unfamiliar to many students who have been educated in English-speaking education sys-
tems, just as they may be unfamiliar to students from India, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia and 
other countries.
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 ChaPter 1  What’s different about academic communication? 5

What are academic attitudes and values?
In this section, we will identify some of the most important attitudes and values of academic 
communication by looking at an important debate in economics (see the example). It does not 
matter if you are not studying economics, because the attitudes and values that are illustrated 
are common to most disciplines.

•  What discipline or disciplines are you studying?
•  If you are studying more than one discipline, are there any differences in the types of 

tasks you do for assessment?
•  Compare the types of tasks you have to do with those of a friend enrolled in a different 

discipline.

Think about this

EXAMPLE
Macroeconomics is the section of economics that asks 
questions such as:

• How can a country avoid unemployment? 
•  How can a country avoid inflation?
•  Should governments try to regulate the 

economy?

There are two different approaches to answering 
these questions. Some economists believe in the 

free market. They think that if governments do not 
interfere in the economy, the free market will solve 
problems such as unemployment and inflation. Other 
economists believe that governments need to take 
active steps to reduce problems like unemployment 
and inflation. They do not believe that the free market 
alone is effective.

What can we learn from this example? The most important lesson is that there is usually more 
than one way to approach a problem. The economy is very complex, so different economists 
develop different answers to questions.

The same situation exists in other disciplines. For example, there are several different ways of 
explaining how children learn their native language. If you study management, you will find that 
there are many theories about how to motivate people, and students in the health sciences may 
argue about how to assist older patients most effectively or ways to cope with depressed patients.

The claim that there is more than one way to approach a problem is an important one because 
it illustrates one of the central ideas of academic communication: that is, that knowledge develops 
through debate and argument. Scholars compare and contrast different approaches to a problem, 
trying to see which describes the real world best or which is most useful. As you study different 
subjects, you will notice how scholars in each subject refer to their own ideas and to the ideas of 
other scholars, agreeing with some and disagreeing with others. Each scholar presents ideas that 
he or she thinks best explain the real world and criticises ideas that he or she does not agree with. 
As students, you are expected to learn how to take part in this continuing debate.

Now let’s go back to the two different approaches in macroeconomics that were described 
in the example on the previous page. One approach is to leave everything to the operation of 
the free market; the other involves government interference. At different times, each of these 
approaches has been popular. In the 1920s, for example, most economists believed that govern-
ments should not interfere in the economy. However, as a result of the Great Depression of the 
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PART 1  Introduction to university study6

The most important cause of tropical deforestation is conversion of forested areas to subsistence 
agriculture, that is, agriculture which meets the daily needs of an individual family. This process 
often starts when a road is built into a remote area to improve transport of goods. The road opens 
previously inaccessible areas to logging. Once the loggers have finished, poor settlers move into 
the area and slash and burn the remaining forest. This completes the deforestation process which 
began with road building.

DEFORESTATION

TEXT 1

1930s, when millions of people were unemployed, the idea that governments needed to take 
action to create jobs became widely accepted. This approach was named Keynesian after John 
Maynard Keynes, the economist who developed the theory. It remained the dominant approach 
until the 1970s, when the idea that government regulation affected growth in a negative way  
became influential. This idea led to the approach that is usually called monetarist. One of the most 
important monetarists was Milton Friedman. Since the great financial crisis of 2008, Keynesian 
ideas are once again becoming popular.

The fact that one position is dominant does not mean that other positions do not exist. Econ-
omists are always developing ideas and theories that do not agree with the dominant ones. Even 
when Keynes’s ideas were at their most influential, many economists continued to advance 
alternative views. Similarly, the influence of monetarist positions in the 1970s and 1980s did not 
mean that Keynesian approaches were abandoned by all economists.

Another point to note is that academics build on the work of other scholars. They do not 
develop their ideas in isolation. Friedman is a good example of this. While he agrees with the 
early twentieth-century economists, his ideas are not the same as theirs. His theories represent 
a major development of their position. More significantly, he developed his theories in debate 
with Keynes’s ideas.

Think about your own experience in education.

•  Does this description of academic communication fit with your own previous experience 
of education in high school or in your own country?

•  Does it match your expectations regarding university study?
•  In what ways is it similar?
•  In what ways is it different?

Think about this

What are the features of an academic 
argument?
Now that we understand that knowledge develops through discussion and argument, we need 
to identify some of the features of academic argument. Let’s start by looking at Texts 1 and 2. 
Both are about deforestation, but they are written in very different styles.
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 ChaPter 1  What’s different about academic communication? 7

Logical, rational argument
The purpose of Text 1 is to explain why deforestation takes place, so its tone is logical, rational and 
impersonal. It is logical because it outlines a chain of cause and effect leading to deforestation. 
The reader can follow the chain of reasoning and check that each step is clearly related to the 
previous one. The argument is outlined for you in Figure 1.1.

Last year I went hiking in one of British Columbia’s most beautiful national parks. I was horrified to 
see evidence of illegal logging again and again. Most shocking was to find the stump of a huge 
old cedar. The stump was three metres in circumference, and the tree must have been fully 50 
meters tall and 800 years old. It had clearly been illegally removed without thought of negative 
effects on the surrounding environment.

Loss of such old trees will not only adversely affect the environment, but it also means that our 
children and grandchildren will be unable to experience the glory of our wilderness areas.

Globally, the value of timber illegally logged from wilderness areas is estimated at up to $100 bil-
lion. The exact value is very difficult to establish because timber is valued according to its market 
value, that is, by the number of boards that can be produced from it. The value of a growing tree 
constituting part of an ecology is not taken into account.

Given the extent of timber theft, there is a real danger that old-growth forests will have completely 
disappear in our lifetimes.

LOGGING

TEXT 2

◼ FIGURE 1.1 Argument in Text 1

Cause of deforestation:
Conversion of forest to agriculture 

road built into inaccessible area to 
improve transport.

Loggers use road to access previously 
inaccessible forest.

after loggers have finished, farmers 
move in to the logged areas using  
slash-and-burn agriculture, which 
destroys remaining forest. 

The argument is rational because it depends on facts that can be observed and verified. As a 
reader you can look up the work of researchers interested in deforestation and see if they agree 
with the chain of steps indicated in the text.
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PART 1  Introduction to university study8

The argument is also impersonal. (We will look at how to introduce the personal in 
 Chapter 8.) This means both the writer’s feelings and emotions are not relevant, and the writer 
does not put him or herself into the text. Instead, he or she bases the argument on evidence that 
can be checked and verified.

All this means that we as readers can argue with what the writer is claiming. Because the 
argument is logical, rational and impersonal, we can indicate sections of the argument that are 
problematic. For example, we could point out that when farmers move on to deforested land, 
they may use farming methods that not only do not involve slash-and-burn agriculture but also 
have economic benefits.

Now look at Text 2. The purpose of this text is to describe somebody’s personal experience 
of logging and their feelings about it. The tone is therefore personal and subjective. The writer 
does not attempt to build a logical, rational argument. Instead he tells us directly and indirectly 
how he feels about logging. This does not mean that the text is irrational or illogical; however, 
the purpose of the text is not to present a logical, rational argument.

We can see this if we look at the second last paragraph:

Globally, the value of timber illegally logged from wilderness areas is estimated at up to 
$100 billion. The exact value is very difficult to establish because timber is valued accord-
ing to its market value, that is, by the number of boards that can be produced from it. The 
value of a growing tree constituting part of an ecology is not taken into account.

The writer indirectly indicates that a living tree constituting part of a wider ecology is more 
valuable than the timber produced from the logged tree. This may be so, but the writer supplies 
no evidence to support this position. The result is that it is difficult to argue with what the 
writer is saying. Even if we showed that some of the facts were wrong, this would not affect the 
argument, because the writer has a right to feel as he does. Text 2 is not an academic argument.

Verifiable claims and precise information
There are two more features of academic argument that we need to identify. These are that 
claims are supported by evidence and that the facts are as precise as possible. When writers do 
not have precise evidence, they indicate this by using qualifying words.

TEXT 3

The destruction of tropical forests will result in the mass extinction of species and a huge loss of 
biodiversity. Scientists estimate that there are between 5 million and 80 million species of plants 
and animals on Earth. Half of these are in tropical rainforests, which cover about 7% of the Earth’s 
dry surface area. However, only about 1.5 million species have been named, and of these, few 
have been studied in depth.

Many plants and animals live in specialised habitats, making them very vulnerable to deforesta-
tion. Once their habitat is destroyed, they may find it difficult to adapt to a new one, and so 
become extinct. The exact rate of extinction is unknown, but scientists estimate that it may be as 
high as 137 species a day.

Text 3, also dealing with deforestation, describes its possible effects on biodiversity. In this text, 
the writer qualifies several facts and we learn, for example:

 • Scientists estimate that there are between 5 million and 80 million species of plants and ani-
mals on Earth.
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 ChaPter 1  What’s different about academic communication? 9

 • Many plants and animals live in specialised habitats, making them very vulnerable to 
deforestation.

 • Once their habitat is destroyed, they may find it difficult to adapt to a new one.

Notice how the underlined words qualify the claim that the writers are making. For example, 
rather than say that there are between 5 million and 80 million species on Earth, they give a 
range from 5 million to 80 million. This is because we do not know how many species there 
are—they have not been counted. Many scientists have estimated numbers, however, and those 
estimates range from a low of 5 million to a high of 80 million, as indicated by the writer.

The writer also does not say that all rainforest plants are found in specialised areas, nor 
does he or she say that if the habitat of rainforest species is destroyed, they will become  extinct. 
In each case, the writer recognises that there may be exceptions. Some rainforest plants are 
found over large areas. Even if one habitat is destroyed, some animals may be able to adapt to 
a  different one.

You can see that scholars are usually very careful about what they claim. They want to make 
sure that the evidence they have supports the conclusion they reach, so they qualify their claims 
in different ways. Here are some ways in which the sentence about the extinction of rainforest 
animals might be modified:

 • If their habitat is destroyed, rainforest animals will become extinct.

 • If their habitat is destroyed, rainforest animals may become extinct.

 • If their habitat is destroyed, some rainforest animals may become extinct.

 • If their habitat is destroyed, some rainforest animals may become extinct in some areas.

However, while it is important not to make claims that the evidence does not support, it is also 
important to be precise where possible. For example, we learn that tropical rainforests cover 
only 7 per cent of the total dry surface of the earth. The exact figure is known, and so it is used. 
Notice also that the dry surface of the earth is specified, rather than the total area of land and 
sea together.

Giving verifiable and precise information is an important feature of academic texts because 
it supports the development of knowledge through debate and discussion. If a scholar does not 
qualify his or her argument, others will criticise it. On the other hand, if scholars are not precise 
when it is possible to be so, their argument will also be criticised. We will examine how to make 
appropriate claims, and how to present precise arguments, in Chapter 15.

Over to You
Text 4 is another extract from an article on deforestation. What features tell you that this is an 
academic article?

TEXT 4

Whether a forest regenerates after logging depends largely on the use to which the land is put 
after logging has finished. In tropical rainforests, almost all the nutrients are found in the plants 
and trees rather than in the soil, as is the case with forests in temperate areas. In deforested areas, 
tropical farmers typically come in and burn the remaining vegetation to release nutrients into the 
soil. However, when the rains come, they wash these nutrients away, leaving the soil much less 

AFTER DEFORESTATION
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PART 1  Introduction to university study10

fertile. In as little as three years, the soil is depleted and is no longer capable of producing crops. 
This causes farmers to move on to find more fertile areas. The original land is left, allowing the 
rainforest to regrow. However, because the soil is not very fertile, re-growth will be slow. It may 
take up to 50 years to grow back.

Summary
 1 Attitudes and values lead to ways of 

behaving.

 2 Academic communication refers to 
the attitudes, values, ways of behav-
ing and ways of using language that 
are shared by university staff.

 3 New students have to learn new knowl-
edge, new skills and new attitudes, 
values and ways of behaving and of 
using language. That is, they have to 
learn how to  communicate appropri-
ately in an academic environ ment.

 4 Many features of academic com-
munication are common to all disci-
plines, but each discipline also has 
its own expectations.

 5 Academic knowledge develops thro-  
u gh debate and argument.

 6 There is usually more than one way 
to approach an academic issue or 
question.

 7 Theories are refined and developed 
over time. More recent theories 
build on earlier theories and de-
velop them.

 8 Academic arguments are usually 
logical, rational and impersonal.
•  They are logical, so the reader 

can see their reasoning.
•  They are rational, so evidence for 

the argument is observable and 
verifiable.

•  They are impersonal, so the ar-
gument is based on verifiable 
evidence and not on personal 
feeling. 
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textbooks 133–134 

English-speaking universities 4  
Essays see also Voice

Audience 110  
common features 52
deductive argument 173–175
general to specific organisation 175–177
inductive argument 174–175
purpose 109
structure

body 172
conclusion 173
introduction 171–172

voice  
indirect used more frequently than 

direct 114
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introduction of new points and 
presentation of argument 113  

labelled 113–115
reporting verbs 115–117
specific information by other voices 113  
writer’s voice not labelled 113  

Evidence 
appropriate generalisations, making 

from 78–79 
cherrypicking 71, 72 
writing plan 153–156  

Examinations
closed-book 221
invigilated 221
open-book 221

External voice 
Definition 102 
labelling 103 

F
Facilitators

teachers, comparison with 18
Flipped classroom 17 
Footnotes 105–106 
4-S reading system 

searching 42, 44 
selecting 42, 45 
skimming 43, 45 
studying 43, 45–46
use of 43–46 

Fraud
assignments 129 

G
Generalisations  175–179  
Ghost writing 129
Group presentations 56–57
Group work   

being an effective team member  
60–63 

development of team skills 60 
difficulties 

dominant team members 64   
non-cooperative team members 64  
silent team members 64  
writing up final report 64  

effective learning tool 60  
enabling large jobs to be completed  

60  
working effectively 60–61  

allocating roles 62–63  
analysing tasks 61–62  
getting to know everyone 60  
group agreement 62 

record keeping 63  
team members fulfilling 

commitments 63 

H
Hedges 144–145 

I
Identities 

writing 141–142
Implications 80
Independent learning

choices made 23–24
area of study 23–24
organising study and time 

management 24 
definition 22
evaluating own needs 27 
independent adult 23,  
individual, role of 22–23  
mastering analysis, critical thinking and 

problem-solving skills 26–27
monitoring own learning 25–26 
organising own learning effectively  

26
Indirect voice  

Definition 101
essays 114
labelling 103, 106 

Inductive argument 174–175 
Information

determining reliability 77  
audience test 92 
authority test 90–91  
currency test 94 
objectivity test 93 
practical example 95–96 
transparency test 93–94 
truthfulness 96–97

evaluating reliability of sources   
90

given information
definition 
organisation 166–167

new information
definition 166
organisation 166–167

plagiarism see Plagiarism
precise 8–9 
relevant and irrelevant, distinguishing 

between 77 
Internet

Plagiarism 129–130   
In-text referencing 105 
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J
Journal article

citation styles 126–127  
Journal articles 40

K
Key word 41, 45 
Knowledge

development through debate and 
argument 5, 9

L
Labelling of voices see Voices 

essays 111–113 
plagiarism 102, 113, 121  

Laboratory tutorials 58  
Language

deductive argument 173–174
differing voices

attitude markers 147–148 
boosters 146–147  
hedges 144–145 
pronouns 54–55, 142–143 
questions and commands 147–148

inductive argument 174–175  
written and spoken, differences 

between 54–55 
Learner

Apprentice 18, 19–20
Learning Management System 16–17, 212, 

215–216
Learning package 30–31, 33 
Learning styles 22–23, 26, 27  
Lecturers

Contacting 212–214
deductive and inductive arguments  

173–174  
plagiarism, role in identifying 129–130  
types 13

Lectures  
active listening 33–34 
note-taking 33–34
preparation for 31–32
review of notes 34–35  

Literature review 194, 197–198 

M
Macroeconomics 5 –6 
Misrepresentation 71–72 

N
Note-taking 33–34 

writing 153–154 

O
Objectivity test 93–94 
Office hours 17
Official reports 40  
Opinions

academic argument, contrasted with 68–70
position, contrasted with 70–71 

P
Paragraphs

topic sentences 158–163, 168 
Patchwork plagiarism 124–125 
Peer-reviewed journals 91–93, 96 
Plagiarism

avoiding 121–123 
definition 120–121 
direct quotations 124 
downloaded assignments from the 

internet 129–130  
group work on assignments 128–129 
patchwork 124–125
use of bibliographies and reference 

lists 125–126  
citing electronic sources 127–128
citing print sources 126–127  

voice 120–121  
labelling 119  
use of other voices 123  

Position
bias, contrasted with 71–72  
opinions, contrasted with 70–71 

PowerPoint presentations 32–33  
Presentation tutorials 52  

Slides 55–56  
Problem-solving see also Critical thinking

analytical 86–87
overview 85–86  
simple 86 
suggesting and evaluating solutions 80–81 
transferring knowledge and understanding 

to new contexts 81  
tutorials 57 

Professional journals and magazines 146, 147 
attitude markers 147  
boosters 146
voice 135–137

Professors 13–14, 214  
Pronouns see also Verbs; Voice

importance in speech 54–55  
personal 54 
reference in writing 73–74

Proofreading
writing 156  
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Q
Qualified statements 70
Qualifying words 8
Questions 147  

critical reading 47  
critical thinking 83–85
descriptive answers 83, 85 
research reports 193–194 
tutorials 52–53  

Quotation 124

R
Reader 38
Reading

critical thinking 47–49  
4-S system

searching 42, 44 
selecting 42–43, 45  
skimming 43, 45 
studying 43, 45–46
use of 43–46 

reasons for 37–38
ways of

specific topic: books, articles and 
reports 39–40

understanding the field: textbooks and 
recommended readings 38–39

Recommended readings 38–39
Reference lists 125, 186 
References 70
Reflections 205

reflective texts 205–206, 207–208
language 209–210
lecturer expectations 206
organisation 208

Reporting verbs see also Verbs
disciplinary differences 118 
discourse 115–116
evaluative 117  
research 115  
tense 118

Reports see also Research reports
audience 182  
critical thinking 189–190 
purpose 182  
sample 186–189  
structure 182–186  

appendices 186  
body 185 
conclusion 185  
executive summary 184  
glossary 184  
introduction 185  

list of abbreviations 184 
recommendations 186  
reference list 186  
table of contents 183
title page 182

voice 190  
Research reports 40, 192  

audience 193 
carrying out 194  
identifying research question  

193–194 
purpose 193
writing up

discussion 201–203
introduction 195–197 
literature review 197–198 
method 198–200
results 200–201 

S
Seminars

tutorials, distinguished from 51
Senior lecturers 13 
Sources of information see Information 
Specialised academic books 39 
Spoon feeding 18 
Students

role
apprentices 18, 19–20  
independent learners 20–21 

tutorials, role in 51  
Syllabus 16
Subjective arguments 69, 71

T
Task analysis

group work 61   
writing 153–154 

Teachers
facilitators, comparison with 18 

Teamwork see Group work 
Textbooks 37, 38–39  

descriptive writing 81–83 
voice 132–133 

end notes 134–135  
rhetorical questions 147–148  

Time management  24
Topic sentences 158–163

relating to each other 161–162  
relating to introduction 160–161  
relating to paragraph 162–163

Transparency test 92–93
Truthfulness 96–97
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Tutorials
contributing 51 
difference between speaking and 

writing 53–54
group presentations 56–57 
laboratory and workshops 58  
presentation 55  

slides, use of 55–56 
problem-solving 57
purpose of 51–52 
questioning and taking part in 

discussions 52–53  
reading out written text 55 
seminars, distinguished from 51  
students, role in 51

Tutors 13 

U
Unit/subject convenors 13 
Universities 

academic staff
addressing 13–14  
titles 13 

English-speaking 4 
lectures 31–32 

active listening 33–34 
note-taking 34–35
preparation for 31–33
review of notes 33–34  

structure map 12  
writing see Writing

V
Values  

academic communication 5–7
critical thinking, impact on 80  

Verbs see also Pronouns; Reporting verbs; Voice
clauses 163–168 
essays

disciplinary differences 118 
discourse 115–116
evaluative 117 
research 115  
tenses 118–119 

importance in speech 54  
Verifiable claims 70–71
Virtual Learning Environment 16
  Definition 16
Voice see also Essays; Pronouns; Verbs 

Definition 100  
direct and indirect 100–101
essays

indirect used more frequently than 
direct 114 

introduction of new points and 
presentation of argument 113  

labelled 114–115 
reporting verbs 115–117
specific information by other voices  

113  
writer’s voice not labelled 113  

external 101–102  
identification 102  
labelling

citation systems 105–106  
direct 104  
external 103–104  
indirect 103 

own writing 107  
plagiarism 113  

labelling 114  
use of other voices 123  

presenting to readers 141–142  
professional magazines 135–136  
textbooks 132–135 

end notes 134 
research reports 198–199  

W
Web pages

citation styles 128  
Wikipedia 91 
Workshop tutorials 58  
Writing

attitude markers 147  
boosters 146–147 
clauses 165–168  
introducing unknown information  

165–166 
linking 160–165
organising information 166–168  

drafting and editing 155
electronic texts 211–212  
hedges 144–145
identities 140–142  
planning

brainstorming 154  
note-taking 153
organising 154–155 
task analysis 153–154 

pronouns 54–55, 142–143 
proofreading 156  
questions and commands 147–148 
speaking, differences with 53–55
topic sentences 158–163  

relating to each other 161–162
relating to introduction 160  
relating to paragraph 162–163
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